Primary adult human bone cells do not respond to tissue (continuum) level strains.
Bone adapts to its mechanical environment, and, since the late 1800s, investigators have presumed that this adaptation relates to strain magnitude. Indeed, overwhelming evidence supports the view that either strain or some strain-related quantity stimulates bone adaptation or remodeling. Virtually all investigators, implicitly or explicitly, assume that the level of strain magnitude responsible for bone adaptation is that measured by strain gauges in vivo (i.e., 100-2500 microstrain) and that bone cells are directly deformed by strained matrix. We present evidence that bone cell deformation in this range does not cause bone adaptation. First, bone cells in vitro typically do not respond to average (continuum) levels of strain magnitude. Second, bone cells in vitro do respond to fluid flow-induced shear stresses in these ostensible physiological ranges. Third, in vivo strain magnitudes presumed to stimulate remodeling reflect only averages, and not local peaks, which are 2-15 times higher. Thus, we hypothesize that sensing cells do not respond to levels of strain presumed to be physiological.